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The Balloon Fight is a more advanced platforming game with some 
kinematic physics involved. This course challenges students to implement 
gravity, velocity, acceleration, and vector based code.

Students will be able to add features, change their sprites and re-skin their 
game to make it uniquely their own. In addition, students will be able to 
adjust physics, and how the objects interact with it, and add controls for 
multiple players.

C O U R S E  G O A L S  & 
L E A R N I N G  O U T C O M E S
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COURSE GOALS

 ű Students have the ability to make a physics based game, using the same 
rules of physics as in the real world

 ű Students finish with a unique physics based game with custom worlds and 
features

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Computational Thinking and Algorithms

 ű Students understand vectors, and vector addition through x and y 
velocities

 ű Students can simulate physics using the physics concepts of velocity, 
speed, and acceleration

 ű Students understand how physics in the game are the same as physics in 
the real world

Creativity

 ű Students are able to create physics based games, creating action and 
agility based challenges for the player

 ű Students can create different features for enemies to make the game more 
challenging for the player

Prototyping, Testing and Debugging

 ű Students can for the most part, reliably fix, test, and debug their own 
program independent from an instructor

Construction

 ű Students will have the ability to make a full project in PixelPAD, with little 
support of an instructor

Communication & Collaboration

 ű Students will be able to read and understand other students code, even if 
different from theirs

 ű Students be able to have reflect on other students work, and suggest 
changes or features

SAMPLE PROJECT

The book’s project can be found here: 

https://pixelpad.io/app/wxsqbmgyyze/?edit=1
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SETTING UP

Welcome to the balloon fight course! We’re going to create a balloon 
game where we pop balloons and traverse dungeons!

01.
C H A P T E R
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First, we will need to create a new project in pixelPAD. Once you’ve logged 
in you want to:

Click on the "MY PAD" button on the 
left, if you don’t see it click on the 
hamburger icon (three lines) next to 
pixelPAD.

Then click on the blue button 
"Create App".

A window should pop-up, type in 
your App Name. Feel free to name it 
any way you like. Here, we named it 
"Balloon Fight".

Make sure the App Engine is 
"pixelpad2D".

Click "Create" when you’re done.
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Once you created your project, you should see the PixelPAD Development 
Environment page.
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THE PLAYER

Let’s get started! Look under the "Class" section and you should only see 
one class there, the "Game" class.

02.
C H A P T E R
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First, Let’s add the most important asset of all, our player!  

Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Player

Press OK

OK

It should show up under 
Classes

 Player

Classes            

Click on the Game Class, 
then click on the Start Tab 
of your editor.

Pay attention to the pink and purple 
tabs! These tell you where to type in 
your code.

Add the following bolded code 
below.

self.pixelhead = Player()

Here we are simply creating an instance of the class "Player" and naming 
it "pixelhead".

The self attributes the created object to the class this code is written in, in 
this case, the Game class.  
In plain english, this line would look like this: "pixelhead" is my object 
from the class Player.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

1

Start Game
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Hmm… That’s weird, why is it just a blue box that says "empty image" and 
not a balloon fighter? Well that’s because this object doesn’t have an image 
or "sprite" attached to it. Let’s attach one! 

First, we have to add the sprite to our project.

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Player

Enter the sprite name

space

Press OK

OK

It should show up under Sprites

 pixelhead.png

Sprites             

 Notice how it automatically adds 
.png to the end of our space 
sprite. The .png is the file type. 

 Note: If you are using a different 
sprite, it may be .jpg or something 
else. Make sure to pay attention to 
the type.
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Now that we have the sprite added to our project, let’s assign it to our 
Player class.

Notice that we type in "pixehead.
png", this is to call the sprite we just 
created that has the same name.

self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

Here we assign the sprite "pixelhead.png" to our Player class.

SAVE PLAY

 
You should now notice that your player has a sprite on it now!

Click on the Player Class, 
then click on the Start Tab 
of your editor.

 Player Start
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THE CARTESIAN COORDINATE SYSTEM

Right now, our player is stuck in the middle of the screen. If we want to 
change where it goes, all we need to do is change it’s x and y values. 

When making 2D games, everything is on a grid, like a sheet of graph 
paper. X represents how many squares it goes to the left or right, and Y 
represents how many squares it goes up or down.

For an in- depth explanation, head to the Cartesian Coordinate System 
section of Glossary!

For now, let’s experiment with placing our player around our scene.

The black bolded code is what you 
need to add while the grey code is 
what you have already typed in before. 
This is to let you know where you need 
to type the code.

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = 200

Here, we directly manipulate the x position of our player object and set 
it to 200.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Your player should have moved over to the right. If we changed that 
number from 200 to 400 it would move even further to the right! Try it out. 
See if you can get it to move right up to the edge of the screen.

Great work! Can you guess how we’ll make it move back over to the left? 

Start Game

Click on the Game Class, 
then click on the Start Tab 
of your editor.
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Here’s a hint: we’ll need numbers smaller than zero. That’s right, negative 
numbers!

Here you only have to change the 
number for self.pixelhead.x

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200

Here we set our player’s x position to -200 instead of positive.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Now your player should move to the left. Again, see if you can make your 
player touch the left edge of the screen without going too far.

Now for moving up and down it is almost the exact same idea. The only 
thing different is instead of writing self.pixelhead.x we need to write self.
pixelhead.y!

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

Here we set our player’s y position to 100.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

See how it moves up? Try changing the number until you reach the top 
edge of the screen. And finally, just like before, change it to a negative 
number and try to touch the bottom edge of the screen. 

Now if you change both self.pixelhead.x and self.pixelhead.y, you can move 
your player to any part of the screen! Keep in mind that if you don’t set the 
x or y positions of an object, it will be created on the position 0.

Start Game

Start Game
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SCALING

You might be thinking that our player looks too small (or too big) for our 
game. We can make this object smaller or bigger by changing the scale of 
this object. 

Every object has default scaleX and scaleY values set to 1. If we change the 
scaleX value, we will be changing the width of this object. If we change the 
scaleY, we will be changing the height of this object. Let’s try it out!

The X and Y are upper case for scaleX 
and scaleY. Make sure to pay attention 
to Upper and Lower cases. The code 
may not work if they are not typed 
correctly!

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100 
self.pixelhead.scaleX = 0.5 
self.pixelhead.scaleY = 0.5

Here we’re simply changing our scaleX and scaleY values to 0.5. 

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Notice how our player got smaller. Reducing scaleX and scaleY values in 
half makes our object reduce its size in half as well. Let’s make our object 
twice as big as the original size. We just need to set scaleX and scaleY to 2.

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100 
self.pixelhead.scaleX = 2 
self.pixelhead.scaleY = 2

Here we’re simply changing our scaleX and scaleY values to 2. 

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Start Game

Start Game
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Now our player is twice as big since we doubled its scaleX and scaleY 
values. Go ahead and choose how big you want your player to be! For our 
example, we are going to leave the object at its original size by removing 
the scaling lines.

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100 
self.pixelhead.scaleX = 2 
self.pixelhead.scaleY = 2

Here we’re removing the lines that scale our player, so it can stay on its 
original size. 

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Start Game
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03.
C H A P T E R

ADDING ENEMIES

Our player on its own is pretty cool, but it isn’t much of a game if there 
is nothing else in the world. Let’s add some new objects to decorate the 
place! 

Let’s start again by creating a new class and selecting a sprite for our 
enemies!
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Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Enemy

Press OK

OK

It should show up under 
Classes

 Enemy

Classes            

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Enemy

Enter the sprite name

virushead

Press OK

OK

It should show up under Sprites

 virushead.png

Sprites               

1 2

 Notice how it automatically adds 
.png to the end of our space 
sprite. The .png is the file type. 

 Note: If you are using a different 
sprite, it may be .jpg or something 
else. Make sure to pay attention to 
the type.
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self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

self.virushead = Enemy()

Here we simply create a new enemy object in our game scene.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Just like before it’s only a blue block that says "empty image". Remember 
how we fixed that last time? We added a sprite onto the class!

self.sprite = sprite("virushead.png")

Here we assign the "virushead.png" sprite to the Enemy class.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Now the player should only move when you press down on the right arrow 
key. Try it out! Note on line 2, it’s indented to the right! You can either use 
the "tab" key to tab over, or use 2 spaces.

Now that your enemy has a sprite, we can move it around and scale it up/
down, just like we did with the player.

Start Game

 Enemy Start

Click on the Enemy Class, 
then click on the Start Tab 
of your editor.
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self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

Here we are simply assigning an x position to the enemy. As we haven’t 
assigned a y position, it stays in the y = 0.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Now that you have an enemy object with a sprite, change the numbers 
around to whatever you want to put it somewhere in the game.

 Enemy Start
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ADDING BUBBLES

Next, let’s make some bubbles and put them all around our game! These 
bubbles will act as pickups for our player.
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Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Pickup

Press OK

OK

It should show up under 
Classes

 Pickup

Classes            

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Pickup

Enter the sprite name

bubble

Press OK

OK

It should show up under Sprites

 bubble.png

Sprites             

1 2

 Notice how it automatically adds 
.png to the end of our space 
sprite. The .png is the file type. 

 Note: If you are using a different 
sprite, it may be .jpg or something 
else. Make sure to pay attention to 
the type.
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Now, let’s create a bubble in our Game class.

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

self.bubble = Pickup() 
self.bubble.x = -400 
self.bubble.y = -200

Just like our player and our enemy, we create a new bubble object. 
Next, we move the bubble around by changing its x and y positions.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You’ll see the empty image sprite again, let’s assign a sprite to the bubble 
object.

self.sprite = sprite("bubble.png")

Here we’re simply adding the "bubble.png" sprite to the Pickup class. 

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You should now be able to see your bubble in your scene. Feel free to add 
more bubbles to your game.

Start Game

 Pickup Start
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BACKGROUND

We are now going to start working on our game scenario. First, we are 
going to add a background image to our game. 

Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Background

Press OK

OK

It should show up under 
Classes

 Background

Classes            

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Background

Enter the sprite name

background

Press OK

OK

It should show up under Sprites

 background.png

Sprites                  

1 2

 Notice how it automatically adds 
.png to the end of our space 
sprite. The .png is the file type. 

 Note: If you are using a different 
sprite, it may be .jpg or something 
else. Make sure to pay attention to 
the type.
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self.sprite = sprite("background.png")

Here we’re simply assigning the "background.png" to our background 
sprite. 

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You’ll see the empty image sprite again, let’s assign a sprite to the bubble 
object.

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

self.bubble = Pickup() 
self.bubble.x = -400 
self.bubble.y = -200

self.mountains = Background()

Here we’re creating an object of our Background class inside the game 
and calling it "mountains".

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

 Background Start

Start Game
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Notice that all our game is gone and now we can only see our background. 
That’s because our background is being created on top of the rest of our 
game.

Imagine a stack of paper sheets. The paper sheet at the bottom, under all 
other sheets, was added first than the others, while the one at the top was 
added last. In the same way, if we want our background to be displayed 
behind everything else in our game, we have to create its object first than 
anything else.

Let’s remove our background creation line from the bottom of the code 
and add it at the top.

self.mountains = Background()

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200 
self.pixelhead.y = 100

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

self.bubble = Pickup() 
self.bubble.x = -400 
self.bubble.y = -200

self.mountains = Background()

Here we’re moving the background creation line from the bottom to the 
top of our code.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Start Game
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04.
C H A P T E R

PLAYER MOVEMENT 

We created a bunch of objects and placed them around the scene, but it’s 
not much of a game if we can’t interact with it at all. Next, we are going to 
add movement to our player!

All the coding we have done up to this point has been in the "Start" Tab. 
Whatever code is typed there will happen only 1 time, when the game 
Starts. 

Today we’ll be using the "Loop" Tab. Whatever code is in the Loop Tab will 
happen constantly, doing it over and over and over again. 

For an in-depth explanation, head to The Game Loop of the Glossary.
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self.x = self.x + 1

Here we are setting the x position of the player to its current position + 1. 

This will move your player to the right every frame.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You should see the player move right until they go all the way off the 
screen. 

Try changing the number! What happens when it’s a higher or lower 
number? What if it’s negative? What if you replace x with y? Test these out, 
you should be able to get the player to move in any direction.

DETECTING KEYS

As fun as it is to watch our player run off in every direction, we want to have 
control over when he moves and which way. To do that, we are going to 
need an If statement.

The crossed out code means 
you can remove it because 
we don’t need it anymore.

self.x = self.x + 1

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5

Here we have an if statement that checks if the D key is pressed on the 
current frame of the game, if it is, we use the movement code we had 
from earlier.

We also increased our player’s speed by changing the number 1 for 5.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

 Player Loop

 Player Loop

 Notice how "self.x = self.x + 5" 
is indented? This is intentional. If 
you do not have an indent, you 
can press the Tab key on your 
keyboard to add it. 
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When you press the D key your player should move right! You can change 
the speed of movement by increasing the value that we add to self.x by.

On new lines, let’s type our similar statements for each of the other 
directions. 

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

Here we have additional if statements that make the player move left, up 
and down.

Notice that each if statement manipulates the position of our player in 
different ways, for example the "A" key will subtract from x coordinate, 
whereas the "W" key will add to y coordinate.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Your player character should now be able to move in every direction using 
the WASD keys! You can change the numbers from 1 to something else if 
you want them to go faster or slower. 

We still have an issue with the direction our player is facing. It looks weird if 
they are moving right but still facing left.

Luckily it’s very simple to mirror any sprite in PixelPAD. As you know, every 
object has scaleX and scaleY values. If we invert the scaleY value (positive 
to negative, or negative to positive), we flip the sprite vertically, and if we 
invert the scaleX value, we flip it horizontally.

 Player Loop
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As we haven’t changed our scaleX, we can flip the player sprite to the right 
by setting its scaleX value to -1. If we set it back to 1, then it turns to the left 
again.

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

Here we are flipping the sprite to each of the directions the player can 
face.

To do this we simply manipulated the scaleX value so it flips the sprite.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You should now notice that your player faces each direction properly when 
you move left or right.

 Player Loop
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05.
C H A P T E R

COLLISIONS

Next, we’re going to implement collisions between the player and the 
enemy.

First of all, what is a collision? Think of collision as checking whenever 2 
objects touch. When you clap your hands together, they are colliding. For 
an in-depth explanation, head to the collision section of the Glossary.

We’re going to check if our player collides with the enemy object we added 
earlier, and if it does, then destroy our player. 

To check if two objects are colliding, we need to use the get_collision() 
function. This function will either return to us the object we’ve collided with, 
or False if we haven’t collided with anything. 
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if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self)

Here we have an if statement checking if the player is colliding with the 
enemy. 

If any object from the class Enemy has collided with the player, we 
destroy the player.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

Your player will now be destroyed whenever you collide with an enemy. 
Now what about our bubbles? Instead of destroying the player, we’ll want 
to destroy the bubble we collide with.

 Player Loop
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if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

Here we’re checking for a collision between the player and a bubble just 
like our enemy, however we assign a variable named bubbleTouch to 
the same get_collision code.

What this does is store the collided object in a variable called bubble, 
that way we can refer to it when we destroy it.

If no bubble collides with the player, the bubbleTouch variable will be 
false, and nothing will be destroyed.

SAVE PLAY

Save and Play your game to see the changes

You should now destroy bubbles whenever you collide with them!

 Player Loop
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06.
C H A P T E R

WEAK SPOTS

Now, we’ll be adding a weak point to our player and enemies, so we can fight 
against them. 

The first thing we’ll need to do is add a new object for our enemy’s weak point. 
In Balloon Fight, you defeat enemies by popping the balloons over their head.
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Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Pickup

Enter the sprite name

balloon

It should show up under Sprites

 balloon.png

Sprites             

 

self.sprite = sprite("balloon.png")

Here we have an if statement checking if the player is colliding with the 
enemy. 

If any object from the class Enemy has collided with the player, we 
destroy the player.

SAVE PLAY

 Balloon Start
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Luckily, other than the self.sprite = sprite() line, we don’t need to write any 
code on this object. Everything it does will be done from the enemy and 
player objects since each of them will have their own balloon.

Now instead of creating a new instance of these balloons again and again 
in the room, we can just tell our player and enemies to always create their 
own balloon when they spawn.

self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

Here we create a Balloon object when our player is created.

SAVE PLAY

You’ll notice that no matter where our player is, the balloon is created in 
the middle of the screen. To fix this, we just need to change their x and y 
coordinates to the current position of the player. 

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y

Here we’re assigning the position of the balloon on every frame to the 
current position of the player.

SAVE PLAY

 Player Start

 Player Loop
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You may notice that your balloon is just covering up your player. We need 
to make it so that your balloon stays just above their heads. Luckily we can 
edit our player’s loop tab.
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if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we’re offsetting the y position of the balloon every frame so that 
the balloon tracks slightly above the player. 

SAVE PLAY

You should notice that the player’s balloon is properly placed above their 
head. Remember that these two lines of code should always stay at the 
end of your code. Otherwise you might see a delay in repositioning your 
balloon.

 Player Loop
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Now we need to add the functionality to the balloon so that when our 
enemy hits it, it gets destroyed and so does the player. To do that, we are 
going to modify our get_collision code we had before. Instead of our 
player dying when it collides with an enemy, it will die when its balloon 
collides with the enemy.

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we modify our get_collision code to check collisions between the 
player’s balloon and an enemy.

Then, before destroying the player we need to destroy the balloon, 
otherwise the balloon will stay in the game when our player gets 
destroyed. 

SAVE PLAY

 

 Player Loop
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Now whenever an enemy touches the player’s balloon, the balloon and the 
player get destroyed!

Now that our player already has its weak spot, we can use the same logic to 
add it to our enemy as well!

self.sprite = sprite("virushead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

Here we create a Balloon object when our enemy is created. 

SAVE PLAY

 Enemy Start
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if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here, we first reposition the balloon to above the enemy

Later, we check collisions between the enemy’s balloon and the player. 
If that happens, we destroy the enemy’s balloon and then destroy the 
enemy. 

SAVE PLAY

You should now be able to destroy your enemy by popping its balloon.

 Enemy Loop
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07.
C H A P T E R

BUBBLE MOVEMENT

Next we’ll be adding movement to our enemies and our bubble objects. 
Let’s start with bubbles because they are simpler. We just want them 
to move upwards. We can do this just like we did for our player in the 
beginning of this course.

self.y = self.y + 1

Here we move the Pickup up every frame. Like before, you can change 
the number to change the speed.

SAVE PLAY

 
You’ll notice that your bubbles now move upwards constantly. 

 Pickup Loop
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ENEMY MOVEMENT

Our enemy will be a little trickier since we don’t want it to just move in 1 
direction forever. We’re going to make it patrol up and down like it’s flying. 
To do this we’ll need a couple of new variables.

self.sprite = sprite("virushead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.timer = 0 
self.floating = "up"

Here we’re creating a timer to count how much time has elapsed.

Next, we create a variable that determines what direction the enemy will 
float in.

SAVE PLAY

The timer variable will let us do something after a certain amount of time 
has passed. In this case, it will be to change directions. The self.floating 
variable will control whether our enemy goes up or down, and will change 
with the timer.

To make our timer variable work, we need it to count up by 1 every single 
frame. We can do this in the enemy’s loop tab.

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.timer = self.timer + 1

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are adding one to the timer value every frame.

Remember that PixelPAD runs at 60 frames a second. Meaning when our 
timer is 60, that means one second has passed.

For an in-depth explanation of framerate, head to The Game Loop 
section of the Glossary.

SAVE PLAY

 Enemy Start

 Enemy Loop
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We can now use the timer to change direction after 1 second has passed.

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are checking if the timer is equal to, or is greater than 60. If it is, 
we first reset the timer variable back to 0.

Then, we check if our floating direction is up or down. Depending on 
what direction the enemy is currently floating in, we change the direction 
of the enemy to the opposite direction, and then reset the timer to 0.

Notice the elif for checking if our direction is down. This is short for else 
if. 

This means the if statement for checking if self.floating is down only runs 
if the first if statement is false.

This is useful because without the elif, if the floating direction was up, we 
would set it to down. Immediately after would be another if statement 
checking if floating direction is down, setting the direction back to up. 
The elif makes sure we only run one of these conditions at a given frame.

SAVE PLAY

You will notice that your enemy still does nothing even with changing 
directions. That’s because we still need to add the code to actually move 
the enemy.

 Enemy Loop
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if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

if self.floating == "up": 
    self.y = self.y + 1 
elif self.floating == "down": 
    self.y = self.y - 1

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we simply check if our floating direction is up or down, and then 
move our enemy up or down accordingly. 

SAVE PLAY

Your enemy should now patrol up and down your scene, however it’s still 
not moving sideways. Let’s go back to the start tab and create another 
variable to control whether the enemy should move left or right.

self.sprite = sprite("virushead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.timer = 0 
self.floating = "up"

self.direction = "left"

Here we’re creating a variable to control which direction the enemy is 
moving in.

SAVE PLAY

 

 Enemy Loop

 Enemy Start
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Now, we will move the enemy depending on the direction variable. 

...

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

if self.floating == "up": 
    self.y = self.y + 1 
elif self.floating == "down": 
    self.y = self.y - 1

if self.direction == "right": 
    self.x = self.x + 1 
elif self.direction == "left": 
    self.x = self.x - 1

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we simply check if our direction is right or left, and then move our 
enemy right or left accordingly.  

SAVE PLAY

 Note: The "..." is to indicate there is 
more code below/above, you do NOT 
need to add the dots.

 Enemy Loop
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Notice that your enemy moves to the left but keeps facing right. Let’s fix 
it by manipulating its scaleX variable depending on which direction the 
enemy is moving in.

...

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

if self.floating == "up": 
    self.y = self.y + 1 
elif self.floating == "down": 
    self.y = self.y - 1

if self.direction == "right": 
    self.x = self.x + 1 
    self.scaleX = 1 
elif self.direction == "left": 
    self.x = self.x - 1 
    self.scaleX = -1

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are flipping the sprite to each of the directions the enemy can 
face. 
To do this we simply manipulated the scaleX value so it flips the sprite.  

SAVE PLAY

 Enemy Loop
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08.
C H A P T E R

WALLS AND FLOORS

At this point we need to add some terrain to interact with so we aren’t just 
floating in the endless sky.  

Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Wall

It should show up under 
Classes

 Wall

Classes            

Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Floor

It should show up under 
Classes

 Floor

Classes            

1 2
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Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select the sprite for 
your Floor

Enter the sprite name

floor

It should show up under Sprites

 floor.png

Sprites              

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Ceiling

Enter the sprite name

ceiling

It should show up under Sprites

 ceiling.png

Sprites              

3 4
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Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select the sprite for 
your Wall

Enter the sprite name

wallLeft

It should show up under Sprites

 wallLeft.png

Sprites              

 

Now let’s add a sprite

Sprites         

Find and select a sprite for 
your Wall

Enter the sprite name

wallRight

It should show up under Sprites

 wallRight.png

Sprites              

5 6
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self.sprite = sprite("wallLeft.png")

 

self.sprite = sprite("floor.png")

 
Now that our classes are set up we can start adding them to our game!

 Wall Start

 Floor Start
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self.mountains = Background()

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

self.bubble = Pickup() 
self.bubble.x = -400 
self.bubble.y = -200

self.ceiling = Floor() 
self.ceiling.y = 260

self.wallLeft = Wall() 
self.wallLeft.x = -550

self.wallRight = Wall() 
self.wallRight.x = 550

self.floor = Floor() 
self.floor.y = -380

Here we’re creating two objects from the Wall class, and positioning 
them to the left and right side of our game screen.

Next, we also create two objects from the Floor class and position them 
on the top and bottom of our game screen.

SAVE PLAY

Notice that although we’ve got the 4 objects in our game, the right wall and 
the ceiling don’t look right.

We need to change the ceiling and right wall’s sprites for the ceiling.png 
and wallRight.png sprites we added.

 Enemy Start
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self.mountains = Background()

self.pixelhead = Player() 
self.pixelhead.x = -200

self.virushead = Enemy() 
self.virushead.x = 200

self.bubble = Pickup() 
self.bubble.x = -400 
self.bubble.y = -200

self.ceiling = Floor() 
self.ceiling.y = 260 
self.ceiling.sprite = sprite("ceiling.png")

self.wallLeft = Wall() 
self.wallLeft.x = -550

self.wallRight = Wall() 
self.wallRight.x = 550 
self.wallRight.sprite = sprite("wallRight.png")

self.floor = Floor() 
self.floor.y = -380

Here we’re creating two objects from the Wall class, and positioning 
them to the left and right side of our game screen.

Next, we also create two objects from the Floor class and position them 
on the top and bottom of our game screen.

SAVE PLAY

 Enemy Start
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ENEMY BOUNCE

You should now have all walls and floors looking nice in your game!

Now that we have both walls set up, we can keep our enemy inside our 
game’s boundaries by changing its direction when touching a wall.

...

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

if self.floating == "up": 
    self.y = self.y + 1 
elif self.floating == "down": 
    self.y = self.y - 1

if self.direction == "right": 
    self.x = self.x + 1 
    self.scaleX = 1 
    if get_collision(self, "Wall"): 
       self.direction = "left" 
elif self.direction == "left": 
    self.x = self.x - 1 
    self.scaleX = -1 
    if get_collision(self, "Wall"): 
       self.direction = "right"

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we’re changing our enemy’s direction when it collides with a wall. 

If it is moving left and touches a wall, it changes it’s direction to right. If it 
is moving right and touches a wall, it changes it’s direction to left.

SAVE PLAY

 

 Enemy Loop
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Your enemy should now be bouncing on walls!
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09.
C H A P T E R

SPAWNERS

Next we will be adding spawner objects to create new challenges and 
rewards for our player. We will also use random numbers to add some 
unpredictability to where and when they will spawn. 

The first thing we’ll need to do is add a new class to serve as our spawner. 
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Create a new Class

Classes         

Enter the script name

Spawner

It should show up under 
Classes

 Spawner

Classes            

...

self.wallRight = Wall() 
self.wallRight.x = 550 
self.wallRight.sprite = sprite("wallRight.png")

self.floor = Floor() 
self.floor.y = -380

self.bubbleCreator = Spawner()

Here we are creating our Spawner object in our game. 

SAVE PLAY

You should now be able to see your bubbleCreator object in the middle of 
the screen. We actually don’t even need a sprite this time since this object 
will be invisible.

We do, however, need to set it as invisible, and create a timer variable to 
add a delay between spawning objects.

Start Game
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self.visible = False 
self.timer = 0

Here we are creating our Spawner object in our game. 

SAVE PLAY

 

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 120: 
    bubble = Pickup() 
    bubble.x = 0 
    bubble.y = -400 
    self.timer = 0

On every frame, we’re going to add one to the timer variable.

After that we have an if condition checking if our timer has exceeded 120 
frames.

120 / 60 = 2. This means that we’ll spawn a new bubble object every 2 
seconds!

Then, we simply set that newly created object’s position to the position 
(0,-400), which will make it spawn at the center bottom of the screen.

SAVE PLAY

 
 
Notice that your spawner creates bubbles every 2 seconds, however they 
always spawn in the same place. Let’s change that by generating random 
numbers.

 Spawner Start

 Spawner Loop
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RANDOMNESS

To create random numbers, we first need to tell the computer that this 
object needs access to the random functions. To do this we need to import 
something called the random library.

For an in-depth explanation of what a library is, head to the Python basics 
section of the Glossary.

import random

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 120: 
    bubble = Pickup() 
    bubble.x = 0 
    bubble.y = -400 
    self.timer = 0

Here we’ve imported the random library at the top of our code.

It is important to import all libraries at the top of code because if we 
use an instruction that belongs to the library before we import it, the 
computer won’t know where to look for that instruction!

SAVE PLAY

 
 
Next, we have to use our randomness to affect our bubbles’ positions.  

 Spawner Loop
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import random

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 120: 
    bubble = Pickup() 
    bubble.x = random.randint(-600,600) 
    bubble.y = -400 
    self.timer = 0

Here we’re using the random.randint() function to generate a random 
number between -600 and 600, and assigning that to our bubble’s x 
position.

That will make our bubble to be spawned anywhere in the screen, from 
the left to the right border.

SAVE PLAY

 
 
You should now notice that your bubbles spawn all along the bottom of 
your screen!

Right now, there isn’t much point collecting them, but later we can make 
them give the player score, increase their jump height, and more! 

As always you can edit the numbers in order to change how far the bubbles 
can be offset and how often they spawn.

 Spawner Loop
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10.
C H A P T E R

HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION AND MOMENTUM

We’re now going to improve our player’s mechanics. We are going to let 
our player accelerate and decelerate using math! 

First of all, it’s important to understand the difference between velocity and 
acceleration. Velocity is the rate that we change position (movement), but 
acceleration is the rate that we change velocity. Essentially, it means that we 
can have a smooth transition from being stopped to being in motion. 

Don’t worry if that doesn’t make much sense right now, you can just follow 
along the step-by-step and get the same result, but it’s good to start 
thinking about.

First, we need to store a velocity variable to our player.
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self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.velocityX = 0

Here we simply create a velocityX variable. 

SAVE PLAY

 
 
Now instead of increasing or decreasing self.x when we press left or right, 
we need to increase or decrease its self.velocityX. 
 

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX + 1 
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX - 1 
    self.x = self.x - 5 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we remove the old lines of code that change our position directly, 
and instead change our self.velocityX variable. 

SAVE PLAY

 
 

 Player Start

 Player Loop
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You’ll notice that you aren’t able to move. That’s because we need to con-
stantly apply the current velocityX to our x position at all times.

if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX + 1 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX - 1 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"):  
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we change the x position of the player depending on how much 
velocityX we have.

This also means we have momentum and even if we stop holding down 
the right arrow key, our character will keep going onward. 

SAVE PLAY

 
 
You’ll notice your movement is more fluid, but it still has some issues. If you 
hold down one direction for long enough, you’ll still go insanely fast.

There is no limit this way, the player could end up going so fast it breaks the 
game. To fix this, we’ll need to put a maximum velocity in place.

 Player Loop
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self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.velocityX = 0 
self.maxVelocity = 8

Here we create a maxVelocity variable and set it to a value that will limit 
our speed. 

SAVE PLAY

...

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
   destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

if self.velocityX > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = self.maxVelocity 
elif self.velocityX < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = -self.maxVelocity

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are checking if the velocityX is greater than the maxVelocity.

If your velocityX is greater, then we set velocityX to the maxVelocity.

Alternatively, we check if the velocityX variable is lower than the negative 
value of maxVelocity, if it is, then we set velocityX to the negative value of 
maxVelocity. 

SAVE PLAY

You’ll notice you can now maintain momentum left or right using physics!

 Player Start

 Player Loop
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VERTICAL ACCELERATION AND MOMENTUM

Now we’re going to store our up and down velocity as well. 

self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.velocityX = 0 
self.maxVelocity = 8

self.velocityY = 0

Like before, here we’re storing velocity, except in the y direction this time 
(up/ down). 

SAVE PLAY

 
Now that we have our variable, we need to use it to change the position of 
our player like we did for our horizontal movement.

 Player Start
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if key_is_pressed("D"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX + 1 
    self.x = self.x + 5 
    self.scaleX = 1 
if key_is_pressed("A"):  
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX - 1 
    self.scaleX = -1 
if key_was_pressed("W"): 
    self.velocityY = self.velocityY + 3 
if key_is_pressed("W"): 
    self.y = self.y + 5 
if key_is_pressed("S"): 
    self.y = self.y - 5

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
    destroy(bubbleTouch)

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

if self.velocityX > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = self.maxVelocity 
elif self.velocityX < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = -self.maxVelocity

self.y = self.y + self.velocityY

if self.velocityY > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = self.maxVelocity 
if self.velocityY < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = -self.maxVelocity

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here, we are using key_was_pressed instead of key_is_pressed. This way, 
we only check if the key was pressed down the current frame. 

If it is, then we add 3 to the velocityY of the player. In terms of gameplay, 
this means that every time we press the up key, we jolt upwards and then 
will slowly decelerate when we add gravity later.

In the middle we assign the y position of the player using self.y + our 
current velocityY.

At the bottom, we have two if statements to keep the player’s velocityY 
within the maxVelocity. 

SAVE PLAY

 Player Loop
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You should now notice that you have y acceleration. However, we keep go-
ing up!  We need to add some gravity so that our player’s balloon momen-
tum slowly moves downward.

GRAVITY

Let’s start by adding a variable that will store the gravityForce on our player.

self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.velocityX = 0 
self.maxVelocity = 8

self.velocityY = 0

self.gravity = 0.1

Here we created a variable that holds the value that gravity will take away 
from velocityY every frame. 

SAVE PLAY

 
At the moment, we don’t make use of this gravity. Let’s add some code to 
Loop so that our velocityY decays over time.

 Player Start
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...

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

if self.velocityX > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = self.maxVelocity 
elif self.velocityX < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = -self.maxVelocity

self.y = self.y + self.velocityY

self.velocityY = self.velocityY - self.gravity

if self.velocityY > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = self.maxVelocity 
if self.velocityY < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = -self.maxVelocity

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

On every frame, this line will decrease the value of velocityY.

Since we also have the other line we added earlier that assigns the y 
position of our player, this means that we will constantly have a force 
pushing our player downwards. 

However, by jumping we add to the velocityY value, making it possible to 
counteract gravity and jump! 

SAVE PLAY

 
You should now be affected by gravity. 

When we bounce on our bubble objects or on enemies’ balloons we 
should get a big boost in our velocityY. It should be pretty simple to do, 
we’ll just need to add to our collision checks!

 Player Loop
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...

if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Enemy"): 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
    destroy(bubbleTouch) 
    self.velocityY = 6

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

...

By simply assigning the velocityY to the 6, every time we hit a bubble we 
can bounce off! 

SAVE PLAY

 
You should now be able to bounce off of bubbles. Let’s add this mechanic 
to when we pop our enemies balloons as well!

 Player Loop
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if get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player"): 
playerHit = get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player") 
if playerHit: 
    playerHit.velocityY = 6 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

...

Here we first change our if statement so we can get the player object who 
has collided with us.

Then, if the collision happens, we change the velocityY inside our player 
to 6.

SAVE PLAY

You should now be able to bounce off of bubbles as well as enemy 
balloons! At this point you should also be able to jump yet be affected by 
gravity!

 Enemy Loop
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11.
C H A P T E R

FRICTION

Friction is basically just applying a small force in the opposite direction we 
are currently moving in until we reach 0.

For example, if our velocityX is at 5, we want friction to subtract from it 
every frame until it goes back down to 0. 

First let’s create a new variable to hold onto the number we’ll use for 
friction.
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self.sprite = sprite("pixelhead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.velocityX = 0 
self.maxVelocity = 8

self.velocityY = 0

self.gravity = 0.1

self.friction = 0.1

Here we’ve created a simple variable to store the friction force.

SAVE PLAY

Next, let’s use this variable in Loop: 

...

if self.velocityY > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = self.maxVelocity 
if self.velocityY < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = -self.maxVelocity

if self.velocityX > 0: 
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX - self.friction 
if self.velocityX < 0: 
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX + self.friction

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are simply adding or subtracting frictionForce to our velocityX 
depending on velocityX’s current value.

Friction will always want to slow our player to a stop, when our velocityX 
is 0. 

SAVE PLAY

 Player Start

 Player Loop
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You may notice that there’s a couple of small bugs here. If our velocity ever 
gets between 0 and 0.1, friction will sometimes still be applied even though 
we should be stopped. We can fix this by nullifying any velocity that is 
between -0.1 and 0.1. 

...

if self.velocityY > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = self.maxVelocity 
if self.velocityY < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = -self.maxVelocity

if self.velocityX > 0: 
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX - self.friction 
if self.velocityX < 0: 
    self.velocityX = self.velocityX + self.friction

if self.velocityX < self.friction and self.velocityX > 
-self.friction: 
    self.velocityX = 0

self.myBalloon.x = self.x 
self.myBalloon.y = self.y + 80

Here we are simply adding or subtracting frictionForce to our velocityX 
depending on velocityX’s current value.

Friction will always want to slow our player to a stop, when our velocityX 
is 0. 

SAVE PLAY

Now your player should be correctly affected by friction in the left or right 
directions.

 Player Loop
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BOUNCING OFF WALLS AND FLOORS

Next, we’re going to handle collisions between the player and the terrain.

What we basically want to be doing is bouncing off of walls/floors 
whenever we bump into them. We also want to maintain our current 
velocity, just push it in the opposite direction. 

For example, if we slam into a wall going right at top speed, we should 
bounce to the left while still going at top speed. If we hit it very softly, only 
at a velocity of 1, we should go left with a velocity of 1.

...

bubbleTouch = get_collision(self, "Pickup") 
if bubbleTouch: 
    destroy(bubbleTouch) 
    self.velocityY = 6

self.x = self.x + self.velocityX

if get_collision(self,"Wall"): 
    self.x = self.x - self.velocityX 
    self.velocityX = -self.velocityX

if self.velocityX > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = self.maxVelocity 
elif self.velocityX < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityX = -self.maxVelocity

Here, right after we move the player, we are checking for a collision 
between the player and a wall.

If a collision occurs, we move the player back and make its current 
velocityX its negated value. 

SAVE PLAY

 
You should now be able to bounce off of walls!

 Player Loop
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Next, we are going to do the same for Floors, but changing the velocityY 
now.

...

self.y = self.y + self.velocityY

if get_collision(self,"Floor"): 
    self.y = self.y - self.velocityY 
    self.velocityY = -self.velocityY

self.velocityY = self.velocityY - self.gravity

if self.velocityY > self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = self.maxVelocity 
if self.velocityY < -self.maxVelocity: 
    self.velocityY = -self.maxVelocity

Here, right after moving the player, we are checking if the player is 
colliding with the floor or ceiling.

If a collision occurs, we move the player back and make its current 
velocityY its negated value. 

SAVE PLAY

Phew! That was a lot of new stuff to add but our player movement should 
now be 100% perfect. 

If you want you can change some of the variables like friction, maxVelocity, 
and the rate that you add to your x and y velocities when you press the 
WASD keys. Don’t make them too crazy or you might start going so fast you 
phase through the walls!

 Player Loop
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12.
C H A P T E R

ROOMS

All the way through the course we’ve just been adding new objects directly 
into the game script. 

This works just fine until we want to have multiple different screens, in which 
case we need to organize our objects into separate rooms. Today we’ll be 
adding new levels so we can ease the player into more difficult content 
over time.

Create a new Class

Room           

Enter the room name

Level1

It should show up under 
Classes

 Level1

Room              
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We need to move over all of the stuff we did in the Game script into the 
new Level1 room script.  To do this:

Open the  Game  Class and go to the Start  tab.

Highlight all the code with your mouse, and copy it with Ctrl+C

Open the  Level1  Class and go to the Start  tab.

Paste your code that you copied back in the Game class with Ctrl+V

room_set("Level1")

SAVE PLAY

Here is what we have so far as an example. Your Level1 may look different 
depending on what you’ve added!

Once you have pasted all the code into the Level1 room, you can delete all 
your previous code from the Game class’ start tab.

If you try to Play your game now, there will be nothing in the game! We 
need to tell the game which room to start in. This should now be the only 
line in the Game class’ Start Tab. 

It should look exactly like it did before. The only difference is now we can 
change which room we are in later on. For example, if we defeat all the 
enemies in the room, we can load the next level.

Start Game
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Let’s add that feature now. We will need to know:

 ű How many enemies are in a given room
 ű How many enemies have been defeated so far

Let’s add a variable to track how many enemies are in a room.

game.enemiesNumber = 0 
room_set("Level1")

Here we are creating a variable that simply stores the number of 
enemies in a room.

Every enemy created will increase this number, and every enemy 
defeated will reduce it. If this variable gets to 0, that means that there 
aren’t enemies in the game anymore.

Notice how we create this variable before setting our room. That’s 
because we want to initialize all variables before the game starts. 
Otherwise some objects might not find those variables when trying to 
access them.

SAVE PLAY

The next step is adding code to our enemies. Everytime an enemy is 
created, it should increase the enemiesNumber variable.  

self.sprite = sprite("virushead.png")

self.myBalloon = Balloon()

self.timer = 0 
self.floating = "up"

self.direction = "right"

game.enemiesNumber = game.enemiesNumber + 1

Here, everytime an enemy is created it will increase the enemiesNumber 
variable inside our Game class in 1. 

SAVE PLAY

Start Game

Start Enemy
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We now need that each enemy reduces the enemiesNumber variable in 
1 when they get destroyed. Let’s modify that get_collision code we have 
inside our enemy’s loop tab. 
 

playerHit = get_collision(self.myBalloon, "Player") 
if playerHit: 
    game.enemiesNumber = game.enemiesNumber - 1 
    playerHit.velocityY = 6 
    destroy(self.myBalloon) 
    destroy(self)

self.timer = self.timer + 1 
if self.timer >= 60: 
    self.timer = 0 
    if self.floating == "up": 
       self.floating = "down" 
    elif self.floating == "down": 
       self.floating = "up" 

...

Here, everytime an enemy is destroyed it will decrease the 
enemiesNumber variable inside our Game class in 1. 

SAVE PLAY

Finally, we want our room to send us to a different room everytime our 
enemiesNumber variable gets to 0. First, we are going to need another 
room to move to.

Create a new Class

Room           

Enter the room name

Level2

It should show up under 
Classes

 Level2

Room              

Loop Enemy
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Now let’s make our Level1 room to set the Level2 room when there aren’t 
any more enemies alive.

if game.enemiesNumber == 0: 
    room_set("Level2")

Here, we set the Level2 room if there aren’t any more enemies alive in 
the current room. 

SAVE PLAY

 ű Go ahead and decorate your room with 
 ű Walls and floors
 ű Enemies
 ű Bubble spawners
 ű Whatever else you want!

You can continue this infinitely! Make Level3, Level4, Level5 and so on and 
so forth. Try to make each one a little more challenging than the last.

Maybe in some of the levels it’s like a break room with only 1 enemy but a 
bunch of bubbles to pop. It’s up to you! 

Congratulations, you’ve finished PixelPAD’s Balloon Course!

Loop Level1
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Congratulations on completing this course! You can always keep working 
on your game. You just need to log into your PixelPAD account from any 
other computer connected to the internet!

SHARING MY GAME

If you want to share your game with your friends, you just have to follow 
these simple steps:

1. Go to the MyPad Section
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2. Find the game you want to send to your friends and click on the triangle 
beside the game’s name. Then, click Play.

3. Now you just need to find this page’s link to send to your friends. You 
can easily find it at the top of your browser window. Simply copy that 
link and send it to your friends.

4. Done! Your friends should now be able to play your game!
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The following activities are optional and should be added to your current 
game. Most of them can be added during your game’s development, but 
some might require your game to be already completed. You can check the 
prerequisite chapters beside the activities to know if you are able or not to 
do it at the stage you are now in the course.

# Prerequisite Activity

1 Chapter 3 Add hazard objects to your game. hazards 
are like enemies in that the player will be 
destroyed after touching one, but they 
cannot be destroyed by the player; they can 
only be avoided. 

What sprite you choose, where you put it - 
those are up to you.

2 Chapter 5 Keep working with the hazard you added in 
the previous activity:
 ű -Make it move up like a bubble (it can 

have different speed)
 ű -Create a hazardSpawner that will 

keep spawning hazards at the bottom 
of your screen

3 Chapter 7 Keep working with the hazard you added in 
the previous activity:
 ű Add collisions between the Player and 

Hazard
 ű If the player collides with a hazard, 

the player gets destroyed

4 Chapter 12 Add 5 Levels to your game.

E X T R A  A C T I V I T I E S
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5 Chapter 12 Add a "MainMenu" room to your game
 ű When you press Play, your game starts in 

that room
 ű When you press the space key, the 

MainMenu room sets the Level1 room as 
the current room (starts the game)

6 Chapter 12 Add a "YouLose" room to your game
 ű When your player gets destroyed, set the 

YouLose room as the current room
 ű When you press the space key, the 

YouLose room sets the Level1 room as 
the current room (restarts the game)
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WHAT IS PIXELPAD?

PixelPAD is an online platform we will be using to create our own apps or 
games! 

The PixelPAD IDE is composed of 4 areas: 

ASSETS: Your assets are where you can add and access your classes and 
sprites. Classes are step-by-step instructions that are unique to the object. 
For example, the instructions for how your player moves will be different 
from the way your asteroid moves! Sprites is another word for image, and 
these images give your objects an appearance! 

CODE: In this section, you will write instructions for your game. To write 
your code, click within the black box and on the line you want to type on. To 
make a new line, click the end of the previous line and then press "Enter" 
on your keyboard. 

STAGE: The stage is where your game will show up after you write your 
code and click Play (or Stop and then Play). Don’t forget to click save after 
you make changes to your code! 

CONSOLE: Your console is where you will see messages when there are 
errors in your code, and also where you can have messages from your 
game show up such as the score, or instructions on how to play your game.

G L O S S A R Y
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SCRIPTS

Scripts and Assets

Two of the asset types, rooms and classes, are script assets. Script assets (or 
scripts) are assets that have code inside them. Sprites are not considered 
scripts, because they do not contain any code. 

Creating Scripts and Assets: To Create an asset, you start by clicking the + 
next to "Rooms", "Classes" or "Sprites" 

Then type in any name you’d like. My particular convention looks like this: 

 ű "MainTown" -> room 
 ű "Player" -> player class
 ű "background" -> background sprite
 ű "stepGrass" -> steps sound effect

Classes and rooms (scripts) should follow the "TitleCase" standard, where 
all words are capitalized. For sprites and sounds (assets) we use the 
"camelCase" standard, where the first word is lowercase, and every word 
that follows is capitalized. This isn’t necessary, but keeps your code neat 
and readable. 

The Game Class

There is one class that always exists in every project: the game class. The 
purpose of the game class is to load all of the other assets in our project. 
The game class represents our entire game.
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DEFAULT OBJECT PROPERTIES

Sprite, scaleX and scaleY

Every class inherits default properties when created in PixelPAD. The First of 
these few properties you should learn about are: 

.sprite, .scaleX, and .scaleY

.sprite is the image of the object. The value of .sprite is an image object 
which we will get to later. .scaleY takes a float between 0 and 1 and 
stretches the sprite of the object lengthwise. .scaleX takes a float between 0 
and 1 and stretches the sprite of the object widthwise. 

X, Y and Z Coordinates 

The position of an object is where the object is. In programming, we usually 
describe an object’s position using a pair of numbers: its X coordinate and 
its Y coordinate. 

An object’s X coordinate tells us where the object is horizontally (left and 
right), and its Y coordinate tells us where the object is vertically (up and 
down). 

[0,0] is the middle of the screen 

 ű .x takes the value of the x position of the object. The higher .x is, the 
farther to the right it is. 

 ű .y takes the value of the y position of the object. The higher .y is, the 
higher up the object is. 

 ű .z takes the value of the z position of the object. The higher .z is, the 
closer to you the object is.

DOT NOTATION AND SELF 

Dot Notation 

Dot notation is like an apostrophe s (‘s). Like "Timmy’s ball" or "Jimmy’s 
shoes". 

The ‘s tells you who you’re talking about. In code instead of using 
apostrophes we use dots to talk about ownership. 

So when we say player.x we’re really saying "player’s x" 

Examples of Dot Notation: 

 ű player.x -> refers to the player’s x value 
 ű player.scaleX -> refers to player’s x scale (percentage) 
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The "Self" Property 

Self refers to whichever class you are currently in. 

So if you’re typing code inside the Spaceship class, saying "self" refers to 
the Spaceship class itself. 

Examples of Self

#Code inside "Spaceship"  
self.x = 50  
self.y = 30  
self.scaleX = 0.5  
self.scaleY = 0.5 

The code would make Spaceship move to the right by 50px, up by 30px, 
and reduce its image size in half.

COLLISIONS

What Are Collisions? 

Think of collision as checking whenever two objects touch. In Mario, 
whenever he collides with a coin, it runs the code to add a score. 

In PixelPAD, it’s when the "bounding boxes" of sprites touch. This includes 
the transparent areas of the sprite as well! 

We will use collisions in our game to determine when our ship is hit by 
obstacles, when we’ve collected a power-up or health refill, and when we’ve 
managed to shoot down an asteroid. 

The get_collision Function 

When we want to check for a collision between two objects, we use an if 
statement combined with a special function called get_collision. 

Here is an example of a get_collision function: 

 ű We start with an ordinary if statement. 
 ű For our condition, we specify get_collision. 
 ű We then write a pair of parentheses (()). 
 ű Next, we write self. This specifies that we want to check for collisions 

against the current object. 
 ű Finally, we write "Asteroid". This specifies the other class we want to 

check for collisions with. In this case, we are checking for collisions with 
any object created from the Asteroid class.
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BOUNDING BOXES 

Sprite’s Bounds

Every object has a bounding box, which is the rectangle that contains 
the object’s entire sprite. The get_collision condition checks for overlaps 
between the bounding boxes of objects, not the actual sprites. This can 
sometimes create surprising results. Here is an example of two objects that 
don’t look like they should be colliding, but do:

 

And here they are again, with their bounding boxes shown:

 

DESTROYING OBJECTS

The destroy Function

When two objects collide, we generally would like to destroy at least one 
of them. Destroying an object removes it from the game. When an object 
is destroyed, it no longer exists, and trying to use it could make your game 
behave strangely or crash. 

Destroying an object is very simple. Here is an example of destroying the 
player object:
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THE START AND THE LOOP TABS 

Start and Loop

Say you decide to go for a run. You put on your runners and then you run. 
Running would be the loop because it repeats (one foot in front of the 
other), and putting runners on would be the start because it only happens 
in the beginning. 

Similarly, in PixelPAD the "start" describes an instruction that only happens 
once, such as the starting position of a robot. Whereas the "loop" could 
describe its animation. 

The Game Loop 

Loops exist in our day-to-day life. For example, you wake up, get ready, 
go to school, come back home, go to sleep and repeat these things every 
day! So looping is the act of repeating. In programming, loops describe 
instructions that repeat instead of having to code each instruction again 
and again!. 

Loops can happen every day, or they can repeat a specific number of times. 
For example, a programmer can code a robot to jump 100 times, or code 
the robot to keep jumping forever! 

Video games are built around a game loop. Specifically for PixelPAD, our 
game loop runs the code 60 times every second!

The loop starts when we click the Play button, and stops when we click the 
Stop button. It goes around and around for as long as the game is playing, 
updating each of our objects a little bit at a time. 
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How Do We Use The Game Loop? 

When we write code for our objects, we can choose to place it in one of 
two sections: the Start Section or the Loop Section. Code placed in the Start 
Section is executed as soon as we create the object. Code placed in the 
Loop Section, however, is added to the game loop, which means it will be 
executed over and over until the game stops.

CONDITIONALS 

Conditions

So far, whenever we’ve written any code, all we’ve done is give the 
computer a list of commands to do one after the other. Using conditions, 
we can tell the computer to make a decision between doing one thing or 
another. 

If Statements 

The way we write conditions in our code is by using if statements. Here is an 
example of a simple if statement:

 

 ű Start with the word if
 ű Next, we write our condition. The condition of an if statement is a true 

or false question that we ask the computer to answer for us. In the above 
example, our condition is key_is_pressed(‘D’), which is asking, "Is the D 
key being pressed?"

 ű After the condition, we write a full colon (:), and then make a new line. 
 ű Next, we indent our code, which means we start typing it a little bit further 

to the right than we normally would
 ű Finally, we write the body of the if statement. If the condition of the if 

statement turns out to be true, then the computer will run whatever code 
we put inside the body. In the above example, the body is  
self.x = self.x + 1

INDENTATION IN PYTHON 

Indentation 

Indentation is when code is shifted to the right by adding at least two 
spaces to the left of the code. Indentation is important for two reasons: 

 ű Code that is indented is considered to be part of the body of the if 
statement by the computer. As soon as we stop indenting the code, we 
are no longer inside of the if statement. 

 ű Indentation helps us visually see the structure of our program based on 
the shape of our code. This helps us navigate our code and find bugs 
more easily. 
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For example: 

We can see clearly that the statements only run if the condition is met. E.g. 
the player presses the SPACE button. 

It is very important that all of the code in the same body be indented using 
the same number of spaces on every line.

KEY PRESS

Keyboard Input 

One kind of condition we can use is a keyboard check. Keyboard checks 
can be used to determine whether a keyboard key is being pressed or 
not. We can use keyboard checks to make things happen when the player 
presses or releases a keyboard key. 

Keyboard checks are done using the key_is_pressed function. Here is an 
example of using the key_is_pressed function: 

if key_is_pressed("W"):  
print("You are pressing the W key!")
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The code inside the apostrophes is the name of a keyboard key. Most keys 
are named the same as the letter or word on their keyboard key. A few keys 
have specific names: 

 ű The space bar’s name is space. 
 ű The arrow keys are named arrowLeft, arrowRight, arrowUp, and 

arrowDown.
 ű If you have a return key, it is named enter.

COMPARISONS 

Comparisons 

If we have code like: x > 300, this is a specific kind of condition called 
a comparison. Comparisons are true/false questions we can ask the 
computer about pairs of numbers. There are six main kinds of comparisons, 
each with its own operator (special symbol). This table shows an example of 
each kind of comparison: 

Example Question Example Code

Is x smaller than y? x < y

Is x bigger than y? x > y

Is x smaller than or equal to y? x <= y

Is x bigger than or equal to y? x >= y

Is x equal to  y? x == y

Is x not equal to  y? x != y

There are other kinds of conditions, but comparisons are the kind that we 
will be using most often.

Adding Boundaries Example 

We can add boundaries to our game using if statements and comparisons.
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In our Player class’ Loop Section, add this new code at the bottom: 

The Left Boundary 

if self.x < -600:  
    self.x = -600 

The Right Boundary 

if self.x > 600:  
   self. x = 600 

The Top Boundary 

if self.y > 300:  
    self.y = 300 

The Bottom Boundary 

if self.y < -300:  
    self.y = -300

COMMENTS 

Explaining Code with Comments 

Computer code is complicated. That’s why, a long time ago, some very 
smart programmers invented code comments. 

Comments are like little notes that you can leave for yourself in your 
programs. The computer completely ignores comments in your code. You 
can write whatever you want inside of a comment.

How to Write a Comment 

You can write a comment by starting a line of code with a pound sign, 
which is the # symbol (you might call this symbol a hashtag). Here is an 
example of some well-commented code: 

 

Comments are an extremely useful tool, and you should get in the habit 
of writing them. Comments help us remember what our code does, help 
others understand our code, and help us keep our code organized.
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TYPES OF BAD COMMENTS 

Misleading Comments 

It’s important to remember that comments are notes. The computer doesn’t 
read our comments when it’s deciding what to do next. Because of this, 
comments can sometimes be inaccurate. We should always read the code, 
even if it is commented, to make sure it does what we think it is doing. 

Here is an example of a misleading comment: 

The comment says that this code makes the player move upwards, but 
when we read the code, it actually makes them move downwards. If we just 
read the comment without checking it against the code, we would have no 
idea why our game wasn’t working properly.

Obvious Comments 

Another type of bad comment is an obvious comment. Obvious comments 
don’t add any meaningful information to your code; they usually just re-
state what the code is saying in plain English. Here is an example of an 
obvious comment: 

Obvious comments clutter up our code and can slowly turn into misleading 
comments if we’re not careful. If a comment doesn’t add anything 
meaningful to our code, it’s best to just delete it. 

Vague Comments 

Vague comments are comments that don’t actually explain anything. Vague 
comments are usually written without much thought, or because the author 
of the comment was told to comment on their code. Here is an example of 
a vague comment:
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The comment at the top of this code just says "Grab it." It doesn’t say what 
the code does, or how it works. Some of this code doesn’t even have 
anything obvious to do with grabbing. Similar to obvious comments, vague 
comments clutter up our code and can slowly become misleading as we 
work on our project. It is better to just delete any vague comments you find 
in your code.

FRAMES PER SECOND 

Frames 

When you watch a movie, it looks like you’re seeing one single, moving 
picture on the screen. This is a trick: a movie is a long series of slightly 
different pictures, and those pictures are being shown to you so fast that 
you can’t tell they’re individual images. Each of those single pictures is 
called a frame. 

Games use frames, too. Every time the code in an object’s Loop Section 
runs, the game is drawing a new frame based on where our objects are and 
what sprites we have attached to those objects. 

Every frame in our game lasts exactly the same amount of time: 1/60th of a 
second. That means that there are 60 frames in a second. 

Timers 

A timer is a number that counts time. For example, if we were watching a 
clock, and counted up by one every time the clock’s second hand moved, 
we would be timing seconds.

Since each frame in our games lasts the same amount of time, we can build 
a timer that counts frames by counting up by one whenever our game’s 
Loop Section is run. 

Why are timers useful? Timers let us schedule things. For example, if we 
wanted an asteroid to appear at the top of the screen every second, we 
could use a timer that counted to 60 (since each frame lasts 1/60th of a 
second).
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RANDOM & IMPORT 

Random Numbers 

Most video games use some kind of randomness to change what happens 
in the game each time we play, to stop the game from getting boring. We 
can add randomness to our games using random numbers. 

Random Positions 

For example, whenever we create an asteroid, we’ve been using code like 
this: 

asteroid = Asteroid() 
asteroid.x = 0  
asteroid.y = 300 

This code makes asteroids appear at the top of our screen, right in the 
middle. When we play the game, every asteroid will appear in exactly the 
same place. We can change this by asking for random numbers when we 
set the asteroid’s position: 

asteroid = Asteroid() 
asteroid.x = random.randint(-600, 600)  
asteroid.y = 300 

Random Function 

random.randint is a special command which asks for a random number. The 
numbers between the parentheses are the smallest and largest values you 
want to get. For example, if we were writing a dice-rolling game, we could 
use random.randint(1, 6) to perform a dice roll. 

Probability 

Random numbers can be used to affect the probability that something will 
happen in your program. 

For example, in the code below we’re only creating an asteroid only half the 
time we used to by adding the random.randint(1,2) == 1 conditional.

if asteroid_frames >= asteroid_timer:  
    asteroid_frames = 0  
    if random.randint(1, 2) == 1:  
        asteroid = Asteroid()

This code randomly chooses between the numbers 1 and 2. If it chooses 1, 
it creates an asteroid. If it chooses 2, it does not create an asteroid. Because 
the random number will be 1 half of the time, and 2 the other half of the 
time, this code will end up creating an asteroid half of the time as well. 
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Modules 

When we want to use random numbers, we have to write another special 
command at the very beginning of our program. This is the command: 

import random 

This is called importing a module. Since we don’t always need to use 
random numbers, the random.randint command is normally turned off. 
Importing the random module turns the random.randint command on, so 
we can use it.

ROOMS & PERSISTENCE 

Rooms 

Rooms are the big sections of our game. At the very beginning of this 
course, we set up a room for our game to happen in. Now that we’ve 
finished building most of our game, it’s time to add a few new rooms. 

Recall that when we want to change rooms, we use the room_set command. 
This command does two things: 

1. It automatically destroys every object that was part of the previous room 

2. It runs the Start Section of the new room, which should create all the 
objects that are part of the new room 

Because each room controls all of the objects that are part of that room, 
each room can be used to create an independent section of our game. 

Persistent Objects 

Persistent objects do not belong to any room, and are never automatically 
destroyed by the room_set command. Persistent objects can be useful, 
but we have to be extremely careful to clean them up with the destroy 
command when we don’t need them any more. 

To turn an object persistent you can use the code self.persistent = True in 
the Start tab of the class
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ERRORS 

TYPES OF ERRORS 

Compile-time Errors 

Sometimes, we make mistakes when we write code. We mean to type x, but 
accidentally type y. We accidentally write If instead of if. These are called 
programmer errors. 

A compile-time error is an error that results from the programmer writing 
code incorrectly. Another way of thinking about it is any error that produces 
an error message. 

Compile-time errors are generally easy to find and fix, because they tend to 
produce detailed error messages with line numbers and file names. 

Runtime Errors 

On the other hand, sometimes we’ve written our code in the correct way, 
but it doesn’t do what we expect it to do. For example, we could expect 
an object to move in one direction, but it ends up moving in the opposite 
direction. These are called runtime errors, and are much harder to debug. 

Runtime errors occur when code is written without mistakes, but does not 
behave correctly. 

The easiest way to find and fix runtime errors is to use the debug loop. 
Many problems are caused by incorrect assumptions, so make sure to 
always reread your code thoroughly to make sure it is doing what you think 
it is doing.

DEBUGGING

Debugging 

Debugging is when we find and fix problems in our programs. Debugging 
is very important, because it’s very easy to make mistakes when we write 
code. Even the very best programmers need to debug their code every 
day. 

The Debug Loop 

When we’re fixing our programs, we can always just change code at 
random until our program behaves the way we want it to. If we’re persistent, 
we can fix problems this way, but it’s not a very fast (or easy!) way to work. 
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A better way to debug is to use the debug loop. The debug loop is a simple 
process that we repeat until our program works properly. This is what it 
looks like: 

1. First, we Run our code. Running our code will let us observe it, 
which will show us whether there are any errors or other problems. If 
everything is working properly, we can stop debugging. 

2. Next, we Read our code. Using what we learned from running our 
code, we look for specific commands that might be causing problems. 
Sometimes, an error message will tell us exactly where to look by giving 
us a line number and file name (for example, error in Player.Loop() on 
line 4 means that the 4th line of code in the Player class’ loop tab is 
wrong). When we don’t have an error message, we have to look for the 
problem ourselves. 

3. Lastly, we Change our code a tiny little bit. Once we think we’ve found 
the source of a bug, we can change our code to either make it give us 
more information (this is called tracing), or we can try to fix the problem. 
It is important to change only a small amount of code in this step, 
because whenever we change our code, we risk adding new bugs to 
our program.

LOGGING IN 

Logging onto PixelPAD 

We will access PixelPAD using an internet browser such as Google Chrome, 
Firefox, or Safari. This way you can play and create your game from any 
computer! Go onto https://www.pixelpad.io

1. Click Login / Sign Up 

2. Your username and password will be provided for you! If you don’t have 
a username, please speak to one of your facilitators! 

3. Click on Learn, and select the Game Tutorial you’d like to work on. This 
will create a blank project of a game with the tutorial open to get you 
started.
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C H A L L E N G E 
Q U E S T I O N S

CHAPTER 1

What is the difference between the Learn and MyPAD section on PixelPAD?

CHAPTER 2

What is the function that we use to create a new object from a class?

 self.player = ________()

CHAPTER 3

For each of the following pieces of code, in what direction is the object 
moving in?

self.y = self.y + 3

a) Up

b) Down

c) Right
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self.x = self.x - 7

a) Up

b) Right

c) Left

self.x = self.x - 3 
self.y = self.y + 4

a) Up and Right

b) Up and Left 

c) Down and Left 

What is the difference between key_is_pressed() and key_was_pressed()?

CHAPTER 4

What conditions do these nested if statements check, and in what order?

if get_collision(self, "Enemy"): 
    if direction == "up": 
        destroy(self)

a) Destroy self, then check if direction is up,  
then check if there’s a collision

b) Check if direction is up, then destroy self,  
then check if there’s a collision

c) Check if there’s a collision,  
then check if our direction is up, then destroy self
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CHAPTER 5

What is the condition for an elif to run?

a) A previous if statement is true 

b) A previous if statement is false

CHAPTER 6 

What is the library that we import randint from?

 import _____________

CHAPTER 7

If our game is running at 60 Frames per Second, how many frames is:

a) One Minute?

b) One Hour?

Bonus: One Year?

CHAPTER 8

If you want to slow down quicker, would you increase or decrease friction?

CHAPTER 9

What is the function to change rooms?

a) room_change() 

b) room_move() 

c) room_set()
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What is the purpose of creating objects and storing variables in the game 
script instead of room scripts? 
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TYPES OF ERRORS

Compile-time Errors

Sometimes, we make mistakes when we write code. We mean to type x, but 
accidentally type y. We accidentally write If instead of if. These are called 
programmer errors. 

A compile-time error is an error that results from the programmer writing 
code incorrectly. Another way of thinking about it is any error that produces 
an error message. 

Compile-time errors are generally easy to find and fix, because they tend to 
produce detailed error messages with line numbers and file names. 

Runtime Errors 

On the other hand, sometimes we’ve written our code in the correct way, 
but it doesn’t do what we expect it to do. For example, we could expect 
an object to move in one direction, but it ends up moving in the opposite 
direction. These are calletd runtime errors, and are much harder to debug. 

Runtime errors occur when code is written without mistakes, but does not 
behave correctly. 

The easiest way to find and fix runtime errors is to use the debug loop. 
Many problems are caused by incorrect assumptions, so make sure to 
always reread your code thoroughly to make sure it is doing what you think 
it is doing.

DEBUGGING

Debugging 

Debugging is when we find and fix problems in our programs. Debugging 
is very important, because it’s very easy to make mistakes when we write 
code. Even the very best programmers need to debug their code everyday. 
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The Debug Loop 

When we’re fixing our programs, we can always just change code at 
random until our program behaves the way we want it to. If we’re persistent, 
we can fix problems this way, but it’s not a very fast (or easy!) way to work. 

A better way to debug is to use the debug loop. The debug loop is a simple 
process that we repeat until our program works properly. This is what it 
looks like: 

1. First, we Run our code. Running our code will let us observe it, 
which will show us whether there are any errors or other problems. If 
everything is working properly, we can stop debugging. 

2. Next, we Read our code. Using what we learned from running our 
code, we look for specific commands that might be causing problems. 
Sometimes, an error message will tell us exactly where to look by giving 
us a line number and file name (for example, error in Player.Loop() on 
line 4 means that the 4th line of code in the Player class’ loop tab is 
wrong). When we don’t have an error message, we have to look for the 
problem ourselves. 

3. Lastly, we Change our code a tiny little bit. Once we think we’ve found 
the source of a bug, we can change our code to either make it give us 
more information (this is called tracing), or we can try to fix the problem. 
It is important to change only a small amount of code in this step, 
because whenever we change our code, we risk adding new bugs to 
our program.

HOW TO READ ERRORS

Every PixelPAD error is separated into two parts: The error, and the error’s 
location.

name 'Playr' is not defined in Game.start() on line 3

 
In this case, "Game.start() on line 3" means the error is located in the Game 
class, in the Start tab, on line 3.

Sometimes the console window won’t point to the exact place where the 
error occurred. That means your error might not actually be in "Game.start() 
on line 3".If you think the error’s location doesn’t make much sense, check 
the last lines of code you’ve added to your project. That’s where the error is 
most likely to be.
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COMMON ERRORS

Name not defined

name 'Playr' is not defined in Game.start() on line 3

You’re trying to access something that doesn’t exist. Are you trying to 
instantiate (create) a class that doesn’t exist? Are you trying to access a 
variable that doesn’t exist?

Bad input

bad input in Game.start() on line 4

Your code isn’t done properly. There is probably something missing or 
extra in there.

TypeError: Properties of Undefined

TypeError: Cannot read properties of undefined  
(reading 'texture') in Player.Start() on Line 7

You’re trying to load an asset (sprite, sound) that doesn’t exist in your 
project.

<Invalid Type> object not callable

'<invalid type>' object is not callable in Game.start() on line 1

You’re probably trying to set a room that doesn’t exist.

Unindent does not match any outer indentation level

unindent does not match any outer indentation level in 
Game.start() on line 2

There might be extra indentation (space) in front of line 2.
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Object has no attribute ‘X’

'Spaceship' object has no attritube 'X' in Spaceship.
loop() on line 4

You’re trying to access the variable X inside the Spaceship object. 
However, that variable doesn’t exist.

Local Variable referenced before assignment

local variable 'sprite' reference before assignment in 
Hazard.start() on line 3

You’re trying to access the variable X inside the Spaceship object. 
However, that variable doesn’t exist.

Please use only letters, numbers and/or underscore characters.

pixelpad.io says

Please use only letters, numbers and/or underscore characters.

blue ship

OK Cancel

You cannot use space or special characters when naming your classes and 
textures.




